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Students vote for best
of Clemson, win prizes
► Hundreds of students
voted to select winners of
several catagories—from
best bank to best place to
take a date.
JONATHAN HAYES

editor-in-chief
The Tiger would like to thank
everyone who took the time to fill
out and submit responses this year.
I would also like to personally
thank the two or three members of
a certain fraternity who decided to
fill out 10 or more votes a piece.
Although we at The Tiger admire
your spirit and decidcation, your
extra ballots had to be disqualified
to preserve the integrity of the voting.
This annual issue was created
several years ago as an oppertunity
for all of us to give recognition to
those businesses and organizations
(and in some cases individuals)
that help to make this small university town in the middle of
nowhere, South Carolina, the wonderful place that it is.
Several votes had predictable
results. Los Amigos, for example,

dominated the Best Mexican category again this year, and Wachovia
did the same with the Best Bank
category.
In other votes, some previously
close competions lost their competitiveness this year. For example, the
Astro, having narrowly lost Best
Place to Take Date last year to Keith
Street, stepped up this year and
took the category by storm.
Not every winner had it easy,
however. Both the House of Leung
and Subway won their respective
categories by the narrow margin of
two votes.
Once again thank you for voting
for the best of Clemson. As our way
of saying thanks, we held a random
drawing from the responses
received for three prize packages.
Christina Manos will receive
two free CDs from Manifest, Jenni
Hogan will receive two large pizzas
and a two-liter beverage of her
choice from Papa John's and
Meredith Taylor will receive two
small pizzas and a two-liter beverage of her choice also from Papa
John's.
Look for another survey and
another chance to win next year.

OPEN MEETINC INVITATION
PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE
STATUS OF BLACK FACULTY AND STAFF
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
CLEMSON HOUSE, HOLMES BALLROOM
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1999
9:30 A.M. Until 11:30 A.M.
AND
1:15 P.M. Until 3:15 P.M.

On Thursday, October 28, 1999, members of the Clemson University community are
invited to share their insights and opinions about the status of Black faculty and
staff at the University with the President's Commission on the Status of Black
Faculty and Staff during one of the time periods listed above.
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Final tallies are in for the Best of Clemson, 1999
► If your picks didn't win,
wait until next year and
votefor them again.
Ons R.

TAYLOR, JR. AND MACKIE ALL

news editor and assistant news editor
Best On Campus Housing—
Manning
Last year it was Norris, and its
beer-stained hallways. The cream
of the crop this year is Manning, the
residential hall located in the Bryan
Mall-way. The high-rise features
sorority halls on the top three
floors and regular housing the rest
of the way down.
The outside walls and windows
are constantly decorated with letters and numbers that probably
don't mean a thing to you unless
you're Greek, which you probably
are when you're in C-town. But it's
still as good as it gets inside and out,
so said the voters without much of
a pout.
Best Place to Study—Library
Well, to no surprise, the choice is
the library. This may be a shock for
those of us who find the library
better for sleeping, with its comfortable chairs and padded
desktops. Now, we wonder if the
library won because it is the only
place you could think of, or if you
were counting research as studying, we think not.
If you did the latter, well,
research is not studying, but that's
OK, we can't change the vote. We
know there are other things to do in
college other than studying, like a
tour of Lake Hartwell in a boat.
Best Auto Repair—Death
Valley Exxon
If you are having trouble getting
from here to there, and your car is
moving slowly, forget the alka
seltzer, take your ailing ride to the
Death Valley Exxon show. If you're
in an accident and you're unsure of
your insurance predicament, don't
call loel Bieber, go to Death Valley
Exxon for an almost fair assessment.
Best Bank—Wachovia
With the sun on its hedges,
about to go to sleep, the downtown
Wachovia ATM users must use a
hand to see the screen.
But this is OK, for this year's best
bank, with its limit of two teller

deposits a month, through a smile
comes a thanks. With the perfect
college checking account for students unsure of their funds, let's all
shout out "Wachovia you're the
best," from the pits of our lungs.

can see. The names are not even
condensed into a poem. But the
thing they do have in common is
that they can all be found at
Blockbuster, for your viewing pleasure at home.

formers, but it is the food that gives
students more bounce to the ounce.
So walk across campus and see for
yourself, and add some pounds,
then go home and root for the
Tigers as you loosen your belt.

Best Haircut—Hair Biz

Best Tanning Center—Endless
Summer

Best Coffee Shop—The Coffee
House

We still remember those
Endless Summer nights, but do you
remember when Richard Marx
sang the song?
Who wants to keep a tan all
year long? But then who wants to
be so bright they blind people like
diamonds, "bling-bling." Since we're
in Tiger country, it just might make
sense, being orange all over is the
best true fan evidence. You can do
what you want with your body it's
your thang, but don't stay in too
long or later your skin will feel the
pain.
And you'll be holding on to your
somewhat healthy skin's memory
by singing "Hold On to the Night,"
another song that Marx dude sang.
Two cheers for Endless Summer.
Did you hear timer bells clang?

Can you smell the aroma? The
best part of waking up, or getting a
cup of coffee in Clemson, is The
Coffee Shop with flavors you can
savor. You can get light sandwiches
if you need something to chew. It's
sweet on the tongue and good for
you too.
The prices are nice and if you go
there twice, you'll get two smiles
from Andrea, Mollie, or another, as
you add to theirtip piles.

"There's a big game coming up,
so I have to look fly. I look through
the phone book without a reason
why. The only place to go that will
make me look my best, is the salon
where the stylists have met
Clemson's test. They are so good
they could find a fresh look for
those new block kids, what am I
talking about, it's Hair Biz." Like I've
always said, nobody beats the Biz.
Love, Biz Markie. I'm' comin' out
with a new album, so check
Manifest.
Best Florist—Tiger Lily
Like a chump, yeah. Like a
chump, yeah. Like a chump, yeah.
You did it all for the nookie, right,
and now you've been poisoned by
some cookies reminiscent of the
infamous finger in Mall Rats.
But you realize you want the
nookie back. The card reads: Oh,
baby, give me one more chance to
show you that I love you. I was a
wild bronco, trying to be a cowboy
on the steel horse I ride, acting like
a kid named Billy.
What I did was silly, so I've sent
this wonderful arrangement of
flowers, bought at a good price
from Clemson's Best Florist, Tiger
Lily. ES. A word for the wise, flowers
do get it done, trust us.
Best Movie Rental—
Blockbuster
Woody Allen's Bullets Over
Broadway, Steven "I show up for
Academy Awards" Spielberg's
Saving Private Ryan, Matt "How do
you like my accent" Damon and
Ben "I like kissing Liv" Affleck's
Good Will Hunting, SNLs "$62,000
dollar flop" It's Pat!, Jackie "I
could've kicked Lee's ass" Chan's
Snake and Crane Techniques of
Shaolin, James" I use special effects
that couldn't touch Lucas', but 1
still made a lot of money from a
movie that was too long" Cameron's
Titanic, Whitney "I want to be
Lauryn Hill" Houston's awful trilogy of The Bodyguard, Waiting to
Exhale and The Preacher's Wife.
These have no correlation as you

Best Fraternity—Delta Tau
Delta
Louie, Louie, oh no, where can a
guy sign up to join? So many boys
of post-pubescent age want companionship so they go to smokers
and apply. This brotherhood
according to one brother remains
open, while some others are exclusive and you have to know someone
to be chosen.
All is well in the quads this year,
because you have chosen Delta Tau
Delta as the best from among their
peers.
Best Apartment Complex—
Jefferson Commons
Do not confuse this place with
Berkely Place, because Jefferson
was not completed in the vein of
herky jerky. Apartments from A
through L, three floor up, and the
pool looks swell.
Jefferson Commons has a lot of
perks and sprockets for those who
can handle the Central financial
skyrocket.
S;st On-Campus Dining—
emson House
Not Harcombe, or Schilleter, but
the C-L-E-M-S-O-N H-O-U-S-E, in
somewhat of a cadence count. The
food is not all you can eat like the

Best Travel Agency—Small
World Travel
We believe in the dwarfs, it's a
small world after all. This agency is
probably cheaper than a long distance call, not really, but they'll get
you a ticket just as fast.
Like a trip, too quick to pass,
don't sleep on great spring break
prices like you sleep through class.
Aren't breaks from school wonderful?

Best Sandwich Shop—Subway
Subway is the place you can
have it your way and according to
marketing directors, Subway prepares sandwiches the way they
should be. Now the store is featuring a pepsi twist and go cup, so
make sure you "filler up." And that's
not all, with chips and cookies, you
could never go wrong with lunch
and dinner here.
You can even sit down and eat
and watch all the people stopped at
the light stare.
Best Music—Manifest
For the best place to get music it
must be Manifest. Above all and
beyond all Clemson voted it the
best. Too bad we're all poor students
and our cash intake is low, 'cause
once you walk in Manifest, that's
where all your money goes. Puffy,
rock of the Indies, Beatles to
Backstreet: you're heading off to
Manifest to find all the best beats.
Best Gift Shop—Hallmark
You cared enough to pick this
shop that sends the very best.

Hallmark's plethora of gift stuff
made it rise above the rest. From
Halloween to Mother's Day it's the
surest place to go to find a card that
says "Get well," "How are you?" and
"Hello."
Maybe it's 'cause people love to
look close for that crown that seems
to symbolize quality and won this
shop "best in town."
Best Bookstore—On-Campus
When students need supplies or
books the bookstore's where they
flock. Too bad our curriculum lifeline's only open til six o'clock. It's
the place where you'll find classmates buying textbooks, pens and
more—with such a big monopoly
it's quite hard to ignore. Their prices
may be crazy but that's what college is all about.
So here's to the campus bookstore—best of Clemson, there's no
doubt.
Best Convenience Store—Lil'
Cricket
I ran out of shampoo one day
and had nowhere to go. I was careless and quite helpless with ratty
hair, but lo! I could walk to Li!
Cricket and it really saved my neck.
I bought some V05 and they even
took my check.
That must be the reason this
convenience is the tops for all the
kids at Clemson who need a close
quick place to stop.
Best Clemson Merchandise—
Knickerbocker's
Still ranking number one this
year and losing no ground at all,
Knickerbocker's takes the lead for
orange stuff big and small. There
are jerseys, magnets, t-shirts
stamped with the Tiger paw we
hold dear, and you can't find this
stuff any place—you can only find
it here. KB is unique to Clemson,
and to walk through its front door
is to be assaulted with Clemson
merchandise and those air horns
we adore.
Best Major—Parks,
Recreation and Tourism
Management
It's the most popular major and
we guess it must be fun, 'cause it got
a lot of votes, and in the end it won.
Clemson students love it and it's
SEE VOTES, PAGE
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Students select favorite
University sports coach
► Tommy Bowden has
rekindled thefootball spirit
with afresh offensive attack.
BRIAN PEARCE

assistant sports editor
The students have spoken. The
best coach at Clemson is Tommy.
Tommy West you may ask? Well,
no, not even close. It is new Head
Football Coach Tommy Bowden.
When Tommy Bowden was
hired last year everyone knew that
a change was going to blow
through the Clemson football program. No one knew that it was
going to happen so fast though.
Sure the Tigers have started the season 3-4, but all the losses have
come to quality opponents and
been close games.
Tommy Bowden has brought
more than a new person on the
sidelines for the Tigers, he has
brought a new philosophy to the
game along with a new work ethic
for the players. The tough spring
workout regimen is showing itself
worthwhile as the Tigers have constantly worn out opposing teams in
games this season. Bowden's new
no-huddle spread offense is a welcomed change from the days of
first down-up the middle, second
down-up the middle, third downup the middle, fourth down-punt.
Everyone knew the excitement
that was coming when Bowden
was hired but did not expect it to
happen so quickly. After a disappointing first game loss to
Marshall, several analysts picked
the Tigers to lose their next three
games and struggle all year. That
has not happened as the Tigers
have stayed strong and placed
themselves in a position in which
they are looking at a third place finish in the ACC
Bowden is the first coach in
Clemson history to have started 20 in the conference in his first year
alter victories over North Carolina
and Virginia.
This year has really been a
coaching job for Coach Bowden and
his st al I. Preseason analysts real ized
thai the Tigers did not have the
experienced personnel tocontencl in
ACC play, but Bowden has worked
around inexperience. The brick ol

Clemson's offense was smashed
against North Carolina when
Brandon Streeter was injured, but
Bowden has built a rejuvenated
offense around the talents of Woody
Dantzler An offensive line that had
no returning starters has been
worked into a machine that provided decent protection for quarterback
Dantzler's package against the
tough Florida State defense.
One could not say that only
Coach Bowden has brought about
all the change in the football program. Clemson has one of the best
coaching staffs in college football.
The name of offensive coordinator
Rich Rodriguez seems to be showing up whenever there is a coaching
vacancy. Defensive backs coach
Jack Hines has turned around a secondary that has been maligned the
last few years for constantly being
burned on the deep balls.
Congratulations
Coach
Bowden, and keep turning those
Tigers into a top-tier team and
national championship contender.
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Excited fans return to Tiger Town
► Tommy Bowden's coaching style and a great season
have led to high turnouts.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor
When talking about the best ol
Clemson, one of the foremost areas
of excellence is athletics. And nothing represents the athletic tradition
at Tiger Town quite like Clemson
football. Need evidence? Take a look
at Saturday, Oct. 23.
That was the day Head Coach
Tommy Bowden took on his father,
Bobby, and the top team in the
country in one of the most anticipated games of the year. The revival
■of Clemson football this season has
been attributed mostly to Tommy
Bowden, whose high-powered
offense has drawn huge crowds

and fostered hope that Clemson
will soon return to its spot amongst
the top powers in college football.
No day epitomized this more
than Saturday. The atmosphere created by a record crowd of 86,200
was unbelievable according to just
about everyone involved.
"It was about as wild as the
Fiesta Bowl," said Bobby Bowden,
whose Seminoles played there last
year.
"This is probably the most
rockin' stadium we've ever been to
as far as loudness and the fans getting into it," said Larry Sprague,
father of FSU starting tight end
Ryan Sprague. "Our experience
with fans up here at Clemson has
been mostly positive. We enjoy
coming up here, enjoy the stadium,
enjoy the crowd."

This season the fans have come
out in droves to rekindle some of
the old Tiger spirit.
"It's more like back in the mid80s," said Marion Hackiln, a
longtime attendee of Clemson
games.
Clemson has averaged over
78,000 fans through the first four
games of the year. A crowd of 62,155
at the Duke game would make the
average attendance for the season
75,000. The school has not had an
attendance figure that high since
the 1992 season.
But it takes more than just people showing up to make Clemson
football games special. It takes
things like the dozens of campers
that show up Thursday to get ready
SEE
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apparent that their faces light up
when they can learn about some
touristy-type places. Who can
knock on recreation Who's ever
hated parks? Must be a small
contingent, 'cause it got all of
your marks.
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RESUMES & JOB INTERVIEW TECHNIQUE!
PO BOX 3838

ANDERSON, SC 29622

(864) 716-0608
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Best Sorority-Zeta Tau Alpha
Zetas, hope you're happy, it
looks like you won again. You
really pulled together and cast
your votes for this win. You're
still the best at Clemson, and
you've held onto your pep. Keep
it up, girls, smile big. Take your
victories with grace. By winning
best at Clemson, well, you've
smiled with a pretty face.

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

2000

REGISTRATION FOR
SPRING SEMESTER BEGINS NOVEMBER

1,1999

Beginning November I, 1 999, students can register for the 2000 spring semester at computers connected to the campus network, personal computers with
a modern, and touch-tone telephones. Registration is continuous, and students can use the system to enroll in classes and make schedule adjustments until
the last day to add or drop a course for the spring semester. Maymester and summer session courses will be printed in the Spritxg/Surnmer 2QOQ Schedule
of Classes (distributed on campus around October 27, 1999) for students to use iti planning future enrollments. Students can register for these terms
beginning Thursday, March 9, 2000-

Best Mexican-Los Amigos
You gotta love Mexican
food—it's the same wherever you
go. Perhaps the certainty of
menus made this place best of
show. Just a short hop down the
highway, as easy as 1-2-3. (And
my directions, they will get you
there, just take them literally.)
You'll find yourself at Los
Amigos, Clemson's place to eat
fantastic unlimited nachos. That
food can't be beat.
Best Chinese-House of
Lueng
If you're yearning for an
eggroll, if you've got a yen for
rice... If you want to eat some
sweet-and-sour, we know a place
that's nice. Clemson students
tipped us off by choosing the
best Chinese place in town, yes
all around, just pass the chopsticks, please.
House ol Lueng, it got your
vote: chalk it up to their great
food. Or maybe it's the atmosphere that . sets the Eastern
mood.
Best Fast Food-Wendy's
Mr. Thomas knows what we
want, and that's why his restaurant won best fast food in
Clemson, and we know how it's
done. It's the burgers, fries and
sodas when you get them Biggiesized, it's the baked potatoes and
salads, and the Frosties that we
prize.
There is no flavor like some
Frosty on your fries, it's a truly
divine combo, and, the win,
therein it lies.

ACCESS
Entrance to on-line registration is based on the
student's academic classification and is controlled by
specific windows of access. Students cannot register
earlier than entry time; however, once their window
opens, they have continuous access. Classification is
established for all students as of October 6, 1999, and
it is based on the number ol credits earned plus enrolled
credits in the 1999 fall semester. Classification for new
transfer students is based on transfer credits posted to
the academic record as of October 6, 1999, plus enrolled
credits in the 1999 fall, semester- Students can. use
Student Information Services (SIS) to view their
academic records and verify their classification.
Freshmen have a total of 0 29 credits; sophomores 30—
59; juniors 60—94; and seniors 95 and above.

MATERIALS
Individual degree progress reports, registration advising
■ cards, and instruction sheets will be in the student's major
department by October 27. The ^Spring/Summer 2000
Scliedule. of Glasses will be available at the Student Union,
Brackets Atrium, Edwards hallway, and Tillman hallway
by October 27. Retain schedule book for use with
telephone registration- A worksheet and course codes
are in the book and must be used when registering by
touch-tone telephone. Students' degree progress reports
can be viewed year-round via SIS. Also, the spring,
Maymester, and summer course offerings can be viewed
via SIS arid on the Web at www.registrar.clemson.edu.

ONT-LIME REGISTRATION STEPS
1. Schedule a visit with an advisor as early as
possible. Advising is generally scheduled October 27—
November 10. Record course requests on the two-part
registration card. Have advisor sign the department
copy and retain it. Keep the student copy for use when
entering course requests. The advising number printed
on the registration advising card is needed by
undergraduates when registering on-line. Graduate
students do not need an advising number.
2. Know your student number (SSN) and computer
password. If you need assistance, go to the Help Desk
in M-1 Martin Hall with a picture ID. Students enrolled
in off-campus courses can call Registration Services at
656-2305, 8:00 A.M. 4:^0 P.M., Monday-Friday or the
Computer Help Desk at 656-3494.
3. After your access window opens, use one of the
following three ways to register. 1) Students can
register using a PO in one of the public computer labs
or iii a campus dormitory room. See list of public labs
an page 7 ix\ the Spring/Summer 2000 Schedule of
Classes. On Olemson's network login screen, select
SJS and enter your computer ID and password. 2) Offcampus students with personal computers and modems
can access the registration system by dialing 656-1 700.
Call the Help Desk at 6.56-3494 for assistance with
dial-up access. 3) Students can use the touch-tone
telephone by following the step-by-step worksheet in
the Schedule of Classes on page 9.

TIMETABLE FOR INITIAL ACCESS TO ON-LINE REGISTRATION
Last Three
Digits of
SSN
250-274
275-299
300-324
325-349
350-374
375-399
400-424
425-449
450-474
475-499
500-524
525-549
550-574
575-599
600-624
625-649
650-674
675 699
700 724
72 5-749
750-774
775-799
800-824
825-849
850- 874
875-899
900-924
92 5-949
950-974
975-999
000 024
025--049
050-074
075-099
100-i24
125-149
150-174
175-199
200-224
225-249

Graduate Students, Seniors. Honors,
Freshmen
Co-op, and
Juniors
Sophomores
and Students
With Disabilities Student-Athletes
Thurs-, Nov. 4 Mon., Nov. 8
Wed.. Nov. lO
Mon., "Nov. 1
Xues.. Nov. 2
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1 1:00 A.M.
1 1 :30 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
1 1:30 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
12:00 NOON
12:00 NOON
12:00 NOON
1 2:00 NOON
9:30 A.M.
12:30 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
10:00 A.M.
12:30 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
1:30 P.M.
1 :30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.
11:00 A.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
3:00l'.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
1 1:00 A.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
11:30 A.M.
3:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
11:30 A.M.
4:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
1 2:00 NOON
5:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
12:00 NOON
Wed., Nov. 3
Fri., Nov. 5
Mon., Nov. 1
Tues., Nov. 9 Thurs., Nov. 11
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
12:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
12:30 P.M.
8:30 A.M.
1 :00 P.M.
8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
l:00l'.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.
9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
1 30] M
10:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
1 1:00 A.M.
1 1:00 A.M.
1 1:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
1 1:30 A.M.
1 1:30 A.M.
1 1 :30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.
11:30 A.M.
12:00 NOON
2:30 P.M.
1 2:00 NOON
1 2:00 NOON
1.2:00 NOON
12:30 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
1:00P.M.
1:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
1! 30 P.M.
1 : 50 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
3:30P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
|
5:00 P.M.
j
5:00 P.M.
|
DON'T X.ET THIS HAPPEN TO

You I

♦ Your schedule will be canceled at 4;30 P*M. on the following
deadline dates if you have not paid your academic fees.
Spring Semester
January 6
Maymester
,
May 15
First Summer Session
May 22
Second Summer Session
July 6
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Triple Ts pours #1 brew \
► Catchingup withfriends
and meeting new people are
more enjoyable at Tiger
Town Tavern.
E.

KELLY LEACH

staff writer
Known for its fantastic atmosphere, as well as great food and
drink, Tiger Town Tavern sits regally on its throne on College Avenue
and proudly wears its stripes as the
best bar in Clemson. Ever since its
inception as the Red Carpet
Lounge, the popular downtown
bar has been supporting the
University family for 22 years.
After opening its doors in 1977,
TTT was virtually nothing like it is
today. Offering only a pool hall and
beer to drink, the best bar in
Clemson was then only a one-story
building.
This all changed in the '80s
when it expanded into the building
right next door, which is also the
oldest building in Clemson. The
1990s brought about the renovations and service of a kitchen and
bar that are very popular with students and alumni alike today. Since

that time, TTT has been no
stranger to greatness, landing a
spot as one of the top 100 college
bars in the United States, in the
October 1997 issue of Playboy.
"It's a great place to meet new
people," affirmed junior Mathew
Jiron, a patron of Tiger Town
Tavern ,"but the nice thing is, if
you're not going in there to meet
anyone new, just relax and have a
good time, then you know that a lot
of people you already do know will
be in there doing the same."
In addition to being a place you
can go where everybody knows
your name, TTT is a great place to
hear live music and has been a jamming spot for popular bands such
as Cravin' Melon, Spider Monkey
and Selma Raid. In fact, in the
future you can expect to see more
bands play on the patio, not to
mention promotions by premium
liquor companies such' as BicardiLimon.
According to manager Buffie
Willis, Tiger Town Tavern's ultimate goal for the future is to
"continue to have fun while serving
the college students."

654-1927 • 1-800-833-2702 ^
•NO FEE WIRE SERVICE
•ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
•DISCOUNT TO STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Fresh, Silk, & Dried
Flowers ¥ Fruit and Gift
Baskets ¥ Care Packages ¥
Unique Gifts ¥ Many
Tiger Items ¥ Balloons ¥
Stuffed Anima1s

0\

PARENTS: Call toll free and arrange a complete birthday
party or care package. Cakes available. Ask about our
party packages, or design your own!

Lee & Cathy Pollard
would like to thank
everyone for all the support
during our 1 st year!
Wings, Sandwiches, Salads
Burgers & Great Food
• • •

S>
^/■&o^

^

161 OLD GREENVILLE HIGHWAY
CLEMSON, SC 29631

©*ti<

Across from Death Valley

Open at 11:00
Mon - Sat All Day
Lunch & Dinner
V

Come join us Friday, Nov 5th...
Shag to the beach music of the

DRIFTERS

^
/j^fe

iiiiiiminiiiimiiHiimimf
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ItylVtwid^ *

139 Anderson tlwy #180
Ciemson, SC
864-654-1005
(Located in Ciemson Center
next to Ciemson Cleaners!)

K/w

1

OTMHte HftftlMN
Estrello Inc.

HAPPY HOUR!
Mon - Thurs
4:00 - 7:00pm

Mon - Wed
Thurs - Fri
Saturday

I 1:00am - 10:00pm
I 1:00am - I 1:00pm
Noon - I 1:00pm

(CLOSED SUNDAYS!)

^■r

^^JJ

Expires 01/00

HSfHWMifll
off the 2nd dinner |
IfH$ti€ffH#
purchase with coupon i

s».
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\\felcome to the first day of:
Meeting New People 101
► Students say classes are
the best places at college to
make new acquaintances.

you to meet others.
Simply, you could be the only
English-speaking person in a
Beginning English class here at
KEVIN CHALK
Clemson
and end up learning curse
senior staff writer
words in Spanish by the end of the
Two of the key benefits of a good day!
college experience are getting an
If you're too quiet to meet people
education and meeting new people. in class (or if your alarm never
And according to Clemson stu- seems to go off), you can always
dents, the easiest way to do both is meet people at one of the many
just to go to class (one, however, you parties in the area, because a party
don't really have to pay attention to came in as the second best place to
do).
meet others at Clemson.
Yes, this year's Best of Clemson
The loud music, the crowded
living
rooms and the slurred
poll says that your classes are the
speech
doesn't
stop many people
best places to meet people. It's not
hard to believe, because everyone at from striking up a good conversaClemson is just so nice.
tion with just about anybody
But it's when you share a com- (except for that guy who's talking
mon interest, such as the to the fishtank). One minor considabhorrence of classic literature or eration, though: friend-making in
the taking of golf class for an easy • this case is counted only if you can
credit, that makes friend-making remember your acquaintance the
that much easier. Even if you're as next morning.
social as a potato, your professor
Last, but not least, Clemson stuwill most likely assign one of those
SEE CLASS, PAGE 21
darn group projects, which forces

ik

IgjS
306-1684

Easley, S outh Carolina

Student Discounts!!!
Free lifetime
service with
new bike
purchase!

access

SERVlC£

I 10 S. Pendleton St.

*r

^M^\

Now that we have your attention...
The Fashion Shack has SPOOfttacular
Savings pii a Huge New Shipmeptfrpm
fpur Favorite Ladies Mall Sta
'

'■■'■■■■'■■:--::-:,,-..

■""■"'■■-':■::,-.,

""':,^:;,v

i Coming Soon for Men...
,
i Is your life unstructured"
Then come check us out!

-Wl

'■ '*■ ■■ <'■ i"V'.^:. ^ r i ^W «■ :--

'

: ' ' .' '

'

■'

College Avenue
654-6752
Mon-Sat 10-6

"'""

"■■-:

-■ '■-' %■■■■' ,x ■:...'

GaryFisher • Kona
Raleigh • GT • Haro
Robinson • Univega
CUSTOM FRAMES
from all the

BIG NAMES

Easley, SC

*^

' ■■•-,.

'/

■"

■

' :

yyjyyy,,.

306-1684
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Stasiukaitis gets mark for best instructor
► Mathematics professor
stimulates students and
inspires them to participate.
MACKIE ALL

assistant news editor
One wonders what it is that
makes a professor truly qualified. It
is more than the title, more than
where he or she got his or her doctorate or whether the professor
even got a doctorate at all. There
must be something else, a desire to
teach and teach well, a gift, that
makes a professor good. Beth
Stasiukaitis apparently has that
gift, because her students voted her
Best Professor at Clemson.
Stasiukaitis does not have years
of experience behind her. She has
only been teaching three years, but
something in her technique obviously appeals to students. The 1995
Furman University graduate

OCTOBER

28,1999

I A STU1Y BREAK
PAINT WITH US AT

received her degree in mathematics
before heading over to Clemson for
graduate school, which she completed in 1997 in the field of
statistics. Stasiukaitis was inspired
to leach, and to teach math, by a
high school math teacher she had.
"She really inspired me,"
Stasiukaitis said of her former
teacher. "She expected a lot, and I
think that's why her students did
well. I have the same belief."
Stasiukaitis did not win Best
Professor because her students love
having it easy. She admits that she
pushes her students to succeed, just
as her own math teacher did. She
presses her students to do their best
and try their hardest.
"I have very high expectations,"
she said. "Actually, just today I was
called a slave dfiver."
This comraderie that apparent-

ly exists between teacher and students results from an atmosphere
that Stasiukaitis strives to create.
She enjoys working with her students and helping them enjoy
math. One of her best techniques is
to make math relative to her students' lives.
"I try to make classes as fun and
as interesting as possible," she said.
"I try to have an open atmosphere
in the classroom."
Stasiukaitis admits that she
does not teach the most interesting
subjects. She has sections of
MTHSC 301 (introduction to statistical methods) and MTHSC 207
(multivariable calculus), and said,
"I teach classes where the students
don't really enjoy math."
However, that is where her
SEE

Paint-Your-Own Pottery

COLLI0I SPECIAL
Saturday nights from 6-9 pm
paint for only $5 studio fee with college ID.
A savings of $13 off hourly rate!
(Pottery not included)
Great for clubs, sororities, dorm get-togethers,
holiday parties!
Call for special group rates.
WestEnd Market, 1 Augusta St.
Downtown Greenville (under Occasionally Blues)
298-0047

PROF, PAGE 14

Totals 0 Teasers ^ Pleasers -# Props ^ Money Lines ^ Half-times

On-Line Casino ^ Net/phone SportsBook

Deposit $200

SLOT POT

o:n initial deposit

15 Casino Games # KENO

888
WWW

No DOWNLOAD

PLAY

asmo .corn
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No doubt about students' pick for best pizza in Tiger Town
► Service, quality and
value all add up in Papa
John'sformulafor success.

Pinar has been the area director
of Papa John's for a year now, supervising three other stores in Easley
and Anderson. Before that he

served as manager of the Clemson
Papa John's for six months. All in
all, he has been working for Papa
John's since 1993.

PHILLIP CASTON

Any way it's sliced, the love of
Papa John's comes right down to
the pizza itself. Unlike most pizza
stores, Papa John's never freezes its

dough. It's kept "alive" for three days
before it's made into the over 700
SEE

PAPA, PAGE 26

managing editor
For six straight years, Clemson
students have hailed it as the greatest. It obliterates the competition in
Tiger Town, and now it is making a
run at being the nation's prime
prowess of pie.
Papa John's pizza has kept a
stronghold on its title as Best Pizza
for the Best of Clemson Awards,
remaining one of the students'
favorite restaurants let, alone
favorite pizza parlors in Tiger Town.
According to area director Ibo
Pinar, however, Papa John's isn't cutting the big cheese in Clemson
alone.
Papa John's is becoming the
fastest growing pizza chain in the
nation, opening 350 to 400 new
stores every year, according to Pinar
(even if it is sued by Pizza Hut now
and then).
"We just passed Little Caesar's in
sales volume," Pinar said. "We're
number three as far as national
sales volume is concerned."
What makes Papa John's such a
mainstay in Clemson culture,
though? Could it be that every
freshman memorizes the phone
number (653-PAPA) within weeks
of entering the school? Or is it true
that it really has "better ingredients,
better pizza"?
Perhaps it's the little white plastic containers that come with Papa
John's products, such as the zesty
ranch sauce, the thick pizza sauce
or the famous gooey garlic sauce?
Or maybe it just all boils down to
that little green pepper that comes
with every pie?
Those are all factors in making
Papa John's pizza a unique favorite
in Clemson, but Pinar believes it's
more than just the products that
makes this pizza chain so popular"Our customer service and relationship with Clemson University
keeps us ahead of everyone else,"
said Pinar. Papa John's also works
with several University organizations and fundraising events, as
well as making several donations to
charities, Pinar added.
"The major factor that makes us
better [than other pizza places] is
r involvement in; the carp muftiItJ

CLEMSON u& ^ '
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

I

PHONE: 656-2050
FAX: 656-0366

Children's Clothing Sale

/o O
now thru entire month of November

30% off I Barbie Sale
select novelty
sports balls

[originally $ 15.99]

Now Open 24hrs. @ http://clemson.bkstorexom *
® ® m t* «* e f* m m m • $ m # 4* m # «» #
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WORKING FOR THE TIGER IS A SNAP.
Possible opportunities include reporters, layout coordinators,
photographers, and cartoonists.
Call the main office at 656.2150 to take advantage of your very
own campus newspaper.

PER M IN.

r

M

654-6021
(LOCATED IN VICTORIA SQUARE
ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE)
WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR
NEW SALON. BRING IN YOUR STUDENT
ID AND RECEIVE $2.00 OFF ON TUESDAY
AND WEDNESDAY THUR DECEMBER 1,
1999.

ffJJJW*1

M
M
M

00-849-5268, ext. 260

™*^
?Ki..iJ:.

(FORMERLY OF HAIR BIZ)

Sport Plus Presents:

ARENMFOOTBMil W1: RHINO STYiE
THE OFFICIAL WEB SITE OF THE CAROLINA RHINOS

That's right, learn first hand about the latest sports craze to hit the Upstate!! Come
join us as Clemson Football Legends and Rhino's Owners

LB fah ton

Cabbage and Rodney Will tarns

speak to Clemson students about South Carolina's newest Professional Sports Team.
Accompanying these greats will be jTot7 PritcH&tt, CEO of Scheer Sports, Trie, to
explain his company's role in'the creation of this new organization.

TONIGHT
at &:30 pm in Roam 36<4 Strrin& Ha/f
Refreshments will be served!
-- •***«*.* V .

-%..**r-» ■•***«*

i
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CLINIQUE WORKSHOPS HAPPENING ALL WEEK!

Beauty Needs
for Now
Stop Signs Visible
Anti-Aging Serum,
1 fi. oz., 32.50.
Sheer Powder
Blusher, .27oz.,
15.50.
Smudgesicle,
.08 oz., 12.50.
Different Lipstick,
,14oz„ 11.50.

Free Gifts.
' "I;

i

■A ' 3'"-£

e =

\

With your consultation take
home a travel-size sample of
Naturally Glossy Mascara
plus, your choice of either Stop
Signs Visible Anti-Aging
Serum or Daily Eye Saver.
One gift to a customer, please.
While supplies last.

Happening all this week.
Generation Clinique:
Beauty At Any Age
Workshops.
Come be a part of Generation Clinique. Learn how to see yourself in
better-looking skin, great new makeup.
• First, a mini-survey asks the questions, gets the answers.
About your skin care. Makeup.
• Second, what to change. And what to keep.
• Then, get practical, personalized tips from the Clinique Experts, to
help you look your very best. They'll give you a free take home report.
With your report, you'll be able to see the how-to's and where-to's
of your own beauty needs, anywhere, anytime.
Workshops are happening all this week. Stop by our Clinique
counter, or call your nearest Belk store for an appointment.
Clinique. Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.
Sjjj-jg
| «888assisa38ap ■?:

| dBWbSWKW^-^

I:

■

v.

mm
mm
rumour;

CLINIQUE

■am
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favorite part of teaching comes in—
"the interaction with the students."
Stasiukaitis has always wanted to
teach, and she focuses on inspiring

CLEMSON

means sacrificing out-of-class time.
students.
"I always want my students to Stasiukaitis tries to be available for
work hard, and I want them to give her students when they need her. "I
.tell them to email me or call anymath a chance," she said.
It is no secret that students like a time during office hours, and some
professor who is willing to spend students are even brave enough to
time working with them, even il it call me at home, and that's OK, too,"
she said.

OCTOBER

Again, Stasiukaitis did not win
for being the easiest teacher around,
as she is first to admit. But at least
she gives a tiny bit of extra credit.
"There's a limited amount of extra
credit," she said, "usually by bonuses on tests."
She is both shocked and delight-

28,1999

ed to have won the honor of Best
Professor, and she cannot help
bragging just a little bit to her colleagues. One stopped by the office
during the interview and regarded
Stasiukaitis with disbelief when
she told him the news. "See—they
don't even believe me!" she said.

I

Halloween Express
for your best supply of
costumes, make up,
accessories, and other
party needs.

I

THREE LOCATIONS:
Anderson Mall - Hwy 76
28 Bypass (Old Walmart Shopping Plaza)
Haywood Mall

drying to find your dream dress?
Is it turning into a hlt-^A~t?A^r<$ ?
'Bring this flyer to
Qrand 'Rental Station of Seneca at
915 (East 9{prth first Street
Seneca, South CaroCina
\ i /
lOZLWC to 3(PM
Monday - Saturday

Higher grades
Friends nearby (old ones and new ones!)
Walking distance to classes and special
events
All utilities paid
Cable TV
Air-conditioned rooms
Helpful Housing staff
No-hassle room/apartment

Special Occasion (Dresses
'Wedding Qozons
format 'Wear
'Evening Shoes
'Evening Qowns
9dotker of the 'Bride 'Dresses
Jewelry and Accessories

areas
S Arrive separately from your requested
roommate if you've preregistered
Maymester Rates — $200
Regular Summer
Sessions —$200 to $800
(Rates are subject to change.)

changes

Residence halls-$835 to $1,220
Apartments — $1,085 to $1,320

mp sm m
www.housing.clemson.edu

50% Off of <Retait (Prices!
3oan 'SettigTttv,
| "EUgant 'Weddings
882-7777

Preregister! You can . ..
S Get higher priority in selection of housing

Shannon SeigCer,
grand 'KgntaC Station
882-4112

Nine-month lease — $355 per month
Twelve-month lease — $325 per month

^OCTOBER
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www.clemsonflorist.com

|Couneil| Travel
Student Travel
f rom A to Z

£L

654»
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377

punch
100a2

jjjSast C^ewson r^o/ust

6 1/2 inch combo
mid range

tweeter set

$169.00
GREAT PRICE!

London
Paris
Barcelona
Amsterdam

i*lL

$179.00

SOUNDS

Auto Sound Specialist • We Doting Crutsln'
916-A HWY. 123 * SENECA. SC 29678

From Columbia eacb^
way based on a rt pur
chase. Fares do not
include taxes, are
valid for departures
in November and ar
subject to change.
Restrictions apply.

XLC 400 WATTS
„
^ ~{*
Come see the new
I EA
Punch Woofers!
* Installations Available
• Alarms
• Keyless entreys
• Cruisecontrols
• Pagers
• Cellular phones

1-800-2COUNCIL

WILLING TO STAND UP FOR MY BELIEFS...IN

CHARGE OF MY OWN FUTURE.. .TH1 PERSON THE
BEST FRIEND YOU'LL EVER HAVE...FULL OF R
YOU BEAUTIFUL ON THE INSIDE..
1AIAMTEI1
WHli 1El#
FOR
Hlil mWWm mr I I
RESPONSIBLE, AND LOVING IT...NOT AFRAID TO
**% *

4 \A

K HI

f&'V** rf*°^

f

FEEL...TO BE. WORTH TAKING CARE OF...
I...HAPPY WITH WHO I AM, LOOKING
y JP°^>, ij£

FORWARD TO IMPROVING...Of COURSE 1 AM
ORTI1 GETTING TO KNOW. .A WONDERFUL LOVER.

MAYBE A LEADER.. YOU HEALTHY.. .E

ALREADY ARE!
Redfem Health Education

15

larll

Have you turned your prison-like dorm room into a shrine to sports? Has anyone ever eaten it attempting a skateboard trick named after
you? Is your school mascot or your favorite player's number one of your 18 tattoos? Whatever it is, if it combines your personality and
style with sports, we want to know about it. And you'll want to tell us about it if you're into free stuff. All you have to do to get in the
game is e-mail us a photograph that shows off your individual sports style. Every day four people have a shot at winning a Nike bike
messenger bag. If you've got one of the top five images of the week you'll win a Nike Triax 300 watch. And if you really kick ass, you
could win a custom sports trip for two, to any event, any place. For more details and official contest rules, log on to nike.com/fame15.

. . -.. ^
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fun PROMOTIONAL jobs

Large groups needed
for cleanup after
men's and women's
basketball games.
Earn extra money for
your cause.

$100 per night for 2 liquor
promotions or $50 to do 1
prSrrto, 2 hours each' in
local night clubs. Must
b'g. 21 years old. Good
personality &: reliable.
— ■Gall Deaniatj~;>>

CALL BRIAN PARKER
656- / 281 or 639-3354

Sunglasses
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featuring Salads, Sandwiches, Prime Rib, Steaks,
Chicken, Pasta, and More

R

ockhoppQrs

GARS3STHES
PERFORMANCE EYEWEAR™

Restaurant a Bar|

*

^f

ft
a COOL place, to eati \ VVi

Great Food at Affordable Prices

KIUERLOOP

1/2 Price
SALEr

THE TIGER ■

New Restaurant in Clemson

1.800.219.1159

Close outs...
all discontinued

IIIIIMlll

Independently Owned and Operated

Watch Monday Night Football on our Big Screen
*****■****************■*■***■*■•*■•*■•*■**'*•*

Wednesday Night is "All You Can Eat Prime Rib" Night
*********************************
and morB...
Daggers
Swiss Army
Ocean Waves
Costa Del Mar
Randolph

Visit us for Happy Hour

Open Monday — Thursday 11:30 am — 10 pm
Friday — Saturday 11:30 am — 11 pm
Sunday Brunch 11 am - 2:30 pm / Dinner 3 pm - 8 pm

1310 Tiger Blvd.
(Corner of Highway 123 and 76)
654 - 9944

288-5905 * 288-5920
1908 Laurens Rd. • Greenville
jgnHygy

^G

Papa John's Pizza
cn

Papa John's Pizza
Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.

i

IEJE^IA^JIJIJUILS

M!s:;T.izm

:

>
>

Pizza {in Ctemsonl

cn
o
st Pizza fin Ctetitson)
J^apa^jJoJin'^LPizza.

o
fD

r

9*p* JflLu^iz*.
fin ClemsonJ
Best Pisa fin Clems-

Mon-Fri 4 —7 PM

Z^j
fD

_J3apa_JoluiAi3izza_

14" Large One
Topping Pizzas!
(Orders of 5 or More Pizzas)

^j:0rt^$5#50
(Party
sy<eciM

Expires 12/99. Additional
Topping Extra.Tax not
included.Valid at Clemson Only.

Tuesday Carry-Out Special
One Large One Topping

$4

• It

Expires 12/99. Additional Topping
Extra.Tax not included.Uaft'd at
Clemson Only.

One Small One Topping

$5
!§]

§!©

Expires 12/99. Additional Topping
Extra.Tax not included.Ualid at
Clemson Only.

K tor- ■> r:
[bled H1
and
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Local pizzeria packs students in for a taste of the Best Italian Restaurant
► Family atmosphere and
Equality toppings are the key
ingredients in their recipes.
OTIS

R.

TAYLOR, JR.

news editor
They come in droves to the back
corner of Rubin Square, opening
the door to hear the chimes of
Christmas bells hanging from its
frame. Before entering, they notice
the illuminated sign's, "Pizza by the

Slice," alongside some bright beer
signs for a few of the over 20 carried
by the restaurant.
They step inside and are greeted
with smiles, not unlike home,
because for Frank and Joe Cortese,
and their employees, Peppino's is
home.
"It's a family atmosphere,
because it's a family thing," Frank,
the older Cortese said. "Everybody

GRAPHIC DESIGN k SCREEN PRINTING CO,
• Show off Your Organization on Campus
with our Custom designed Shirts.
• Raise T-undsfor Your Organization.
• We have 6 artists in our Art Dept. which
is second to none.
• We are located above the Sloan Street
Tap Room.
W£ U5E OHIY THE BEST!
*_Call us @ 654-2137
:.'—;—
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in our family is basically in the
restaurant business."
The brothers grew up in the
restaurant business, which possibly explains why they attempt to

make every customer who rings
the bells feel at home and a good
reason why they are so highly
regarded by many students who
voted them best Italian restaurant.

The reason why the brothers
chose to open a store in Clemson is
a mystery, but according to Joe, it
SEE

PEPPINO'S, PAGE 27

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE
WAS EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING
YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
Think about supporting yourself
for thirty years or longer in
retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face.
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor: time and tax
deferral.
The key is to start saving now.
Delaying your decision can have a big
impact on the amount of your retirement income.
What's the simplest and most
powerful way to get started? Save in
pretax dollars and make the most of
tax deferral.

SRAs and IEAs make it easy.
SRAs—tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF-and our range of IRAs
offer smart, easy ways to help create
the retirement income that your pension and Social Security benefits may
not provide. They're backed by the
same low expenses, exceptional investment management, and outstanding
personal service that have made TIAACREF the retirement plan of choice
among America's education and
research communities.
So call now to find out how easy it
is to invest when you have time and
TIAA-CREF on your side.

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it*

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

TIAA-CREF Individual and l^mional Service Inc. distribute* CREF certificate and i„,eresls in the TIAA Real B,*« Account. IV more M*fe> information, including
charges and Kpcn.cs. ell I 800842-2/35. «. 5509, for the prospectus. Read then, carefully before you invert or send money.
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Woodhaven Goi§ CUA
"Largest On Course Pro Shop in The Upstate'*^ (
"Name brand equipment with a low price guarantee"
4

Public 9 hole golf course * driving range
Affordable Golf for the FamSy
Now offering "Junior Golf Birthday Parties'
I Mile fast Of the Pendhtoa fawn Square
Cherry Street • Pestdlefon, SC

For More Information Caff 646-95 f f
Graduate Program in
Nutrition and Health Sciences at

Emory University
Interdisciplinary Ph.D. program encompassing
molecular nutrition, clinical nutrition, nutritional
epidemiology, and international nutrition. Training
opportunities are available with faculty in the School of
Medicine, the School of Public Health, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the American
Cancer Society, the Carter Center, and other groups in
the Metro Atlanta area. Accepted applicants receive a
full tuition waiver (yearly $22,855) and are eligible for a
competitive stipend (yearly $18,000).
Obtain an application through our
website at: www.biomed.emory.edu
or contact: Recruitment and
Admissions, Graduate Division
of Biological and Biomedical
Sciences, Emory University, 1462
Clifton Road, Suite 312, Atlanta, GA 30322. Telephone:
800-727-6028 (ask for the Graduate Division of
Biological and Biomedical Sciences) or 404-727-2545
(direct line). E-mail: gdbbs@gsas.emory.edu.

Clemson's Newest
In Student Housing!

Come and See What Everybody is Talking About

cnn con"114?
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Fully Furnished
Washer/ Dryer
Intrusion Alarms
2 Sparkling Swimming Pools
State of the Art Fitness Center
Free Internet Connection
Computer Lab and Study Rooms
Student Activity Center with
Big Screen TV and DVD/ VCR Player
3 Miles From Campus
CAT Bus Stop
Ample Parking
2 Bedrooms From $365/ Bdrm
4 Bedrooms From $3±5/ Bdrm
Tanning Bed - New!!

m<
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ESSENTIALS
FOR ANOTHER TOUGH SCHOOL YEAR.

Denim
•100% cotton denim
•Full size range
•Washed and unwashed

Traditional Duck (jacket)
•100% cotton duck with piled yarns
•Wind and snag resistant
•Water repellent
•Full cut for maximum freedom of movement

Washed Duck (cap)
•100% cotton duck
•Garment washed tor soft hand
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Carhartt

Coliseum

Builders Supply
Clemson 654-6950

Original Equipment for the American Worker."

TThhe ViitagiB * 1 p'rri - FRH
Goo CSoo Oall»fr:ortto » T:-30 pnt ■

Carhartt

Carhartt

Carhartt

Carhartt

Carhartt

Come To.

Two Locations:

With the Great Taste and Winning Varieties
of the HOT POCKETS® LEAN POCKETS8,
CROISSANT POCKETS® Brand Stuffed Sandwiches,

HOT POCKETS PIZZA MINI'S8, and
TOASTER BREAKS* Brand Melts and Pizza

| MFG. COUPON | EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 1999 |

263 Market Street
Dogwood Plaza
Seneca, SC 29678
Next to Ron's Little Pigs
864-885-0202

Email: dollarts

carol.net

Wide Variety of

Seasonal Decorations
• gifts
• cards and balloons
• hair/beauty accessories
• toiletries
• cleaning supplies
• housewares
• school/office supplies

IHN-PPOCETS

Save 50*

HOT POCKETS"; LEAN POCKETS**,
CROISSANT POCKETS****, MM ****».
HOT POCKETS PIZZA MINI'S* or
TOASTER BREAKS'* B«nd Melts and Ptefca
This coupon good only on purchase olprooVct indicated. Any other use coo
slto/tos fraud. COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE. UMiT ONE COUPON PER
PURCHASE. To the TOiBHftr: Ch*rf America wi!! nstmourse you tor the face
vatutt of tivs coupon ptus M it subtniiuxt in compSsu wt> with !h» wtrns tfl nils
offer. Valid omy it redeemed by distributors ot our merchandise or anyone
spo«flcaSy authorized by Chet America Cash vahtR t/20c. Mmt to Chef
A/iMHiea, CMS DepafUnerK OSSft, One Faucet! Drive, Ooi ttlo. TX natMO.

3812 Liberty Highway
Sam's Club Plaza
Anderson, SC 29621
Next to Cato's
. 864-225-9222

• hardware and tools

• and much much more for only $1!
8100)0 1108?
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10% Discount
with Student ID

9

dents chose FCA as the third best
place to meet people. While the
conditions at FCA are similar to
that of number two (loud music,
crowded building), it's the sound of
joyous hand-clapping rather than
bass-thumping that inspires these
people to interact. There's a chance
to* meet new people at FCA every
Thursday.a little after 9 p.m., but
their cheeriness seems to last all
v*ek.
So, if you don't seem to be making very many friends during your
Qemson experience, take some of
this advice from your fellow classmates.
All you have to do is go to class,
find a balcony with lots of people
i-toiij or attend an FCA gathering. If that
doesn't work, try taking off that
hideous "Bad to the Bone" t-shirt.

THE TIGER ■

Want to learn
how to manage
your money
now and plan
for the day
when you have
money?

•
•
•
•
•

FINANCIAL PLANNING
WORKSHOP
Thursday, Oct. 26th 6:00-8:00pm
at the Green Olive Restaurant on 123
Led by Dr. Joe Dickey, retired CU Professor
Sponsored by the Presbyterian Student Association
Call 654-9207 or psaCSjcletnson.edu for more info.

Is your room
or apartment
kind of bland?

Decorate it with plants!
Come see us at
904 S. Mechanic Street
Pendleton, SC 646-5725

Porconount'sCcrrowinds will host

Iced Cold Beer
Jumbo Margaritas
Hearty Steaks
Killer Ribs
\— | W
Prime Rib

.

performer eruditions and technical
*
support interviews for Paramount Parks
2000 Entertainment program in:

USDA CHOICE
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Columbia SC
Friday, November \% V»
22 *Y °*SoU,h L°KT
Toaer Center to )te ^
"urge ^ne«sa^om
.no tj.OOpmWo"''mSZ -L
4.00

- s5V Oncers, CostumeB.

Charlotte, NC
Saturday, November 13,1999
Sunday, November ] 4,1999
Paramount Carowinds
The Pa
™™»<" Theatre
LOO - 2:00 pm Instrumentalists
n
^
2:0u 4; 0
A
Technicians, Variety
Costumers, Dressers

^

For more information call 704.587.9019
or visit our website at WWW.cmdittarmow.COm
Finks is Qn equcf oppoffunity employe*. ©? & © 1999 Pnmmowrt Patks,
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Little Caesars
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$7.79

"The Best Steaks
in Town are in
Anderson"
4119 Clemson Blvd.
Anderson, SC 29621
PH 864 / 225 - 2455
FAX 864 / 225 - 4432

HANDCUT STEAK

Ask for the

one large pizza
with one topping
and an 8 piece
Crazy Bread
$

special!!

6"

Free Delivery
Clemson • 654-8555

21
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Youjust can't beat the dollar movie
► Clemson couples are likely to spend a Friday night at
the local movie theater.
ALISON BRUCE

staff writer

The results are in. The Best Place
to Take a Date this year is also the
cheapest and one of the most entertaining. It has been around for 21
years and is within walking distance from campus. Yes, that's
right, it's the Astro.
The Astro is the only dollar
movie theater around. It shows
current films (presently, it's showing For the Love of the Game,
Runaway Bride, and Blue Streak). It
has concessions, for those who
want to splurge on their dates,

unlike some other dollar theaters in
the region.
So why did the Astro beat out
everywhere else in Clemson for
Best Place to Take a Date? That's
probably because it is the only
place one can take a date for just a
dollar (the only place that's cheaper
is the Botanical Gardens). Also, in
this day and age, it's close to impossible to see a movie at the theater for
under $6. In fact, you can't even rent
a movie for less than $2. The Astro
is a pretty good deal.
The manager of the theater is
Bill Jones. He has worked for
Carmike, the company that owns
the theater, for 11 years, and he has
managed the Astro for eight years.
He also feels that price has some-

Ti
First Annual

thing to do with the survey results.
"We're delighted they [the students]
feel that way," he said.
The Astro didn't always charge
a dollar for admission, though.
They charged full prices for the first
14 of their 21 years. Then, about
seven years ago, a new multiplex
opened in Seneca. It was decided
that the only way to compete with
Seneca's newer theater and bigger
parking lot was to charge only a
dollar for movies. "We don't make a
lot of money," Jones says. "What we
need is more students to come and
buy concessions." There is a 10 percent amusement tax that has to be
taken out of each ticket, so each
ticket sold only nets "the theater
about 84 cents. That's where concessions come in.
As far as dates are concerned,
SEE ASTRO, PAGE

Human Rights Film Festival

24"
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Classes are starting now!
Call today to reserve your seat.
Greenville (UC)

Saturday, October 30

Furman

Saturday, January 8

Clemson

Saturday, January 15

Wofford

Saturday, January 29

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

'%£>,
><*>

www.kaplan.com

*MCAT is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges
60 YEARS OF BUILDING FUTURES, ONE SUCCESS STORY AT A TIME.

wick^Mew

Contacts
for

EVERYONE WELCOME!
FREE ADMISSION!

Halloween

nsm,

ALL MOVIES WILL BE SHOWN IN HOTZENDORF Y-THEATER

Nov. 1 "Roger and Me" 8-10pm
Nov. 2 "The Big One" 8-10pm
Nov. 3 "Four Little Girls" 10pm-12

WML

JE2M I2SSQSI

-"Sponsored by the Sociology/Anthropology Club and Amnesty International*

^
on

PRESEASON

m\ 1

mm

Offer Expires 10-31-99
Valid Prescription Required

www.wild-eyes.com

m*^k.mmm.mm

HI

Storewide Savin
Up
Skis • Snowboards • Boots
Binding • Clothing • Accessories

SPORTIN' LIFE
SKI SHOP
647-5500
Hwy. 123 • Westminister across from Maxfli

3812 Liberty Hwy
Anderson.SC 29621

WAL*MART

651 Hwy 28 Bypass
Anderson, SC 29626*
PH 864.261.8171
FAX 864.261.8424

^y^VISION CENTER

Come in between Oct. 23rd through Oct. 29th
and receive a FREE upgrade on a contact lens eye exam
when you have a $43 routine eye exam.

ii
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Hear music in style
► The Esso Club has led the
ranks in Clemson tradition
for live music acts.
ELLIOTT SOUTHARD

■• time put*editor
■

Going down to the local bar arid
listening to a live band is one ol the
best things about being in college.
That experience is made even better when you have a place like the
Esso Club in which to go. That is
why the Esso Club has been voted
Clemson's Best Place to Hear Live
Music.
The Esso Club has been a fixture in Clemson for years. When
people think of Clemson, the Esso
Club is one of the first things that
comes to mind. It has even been
recognized in Sports Illustrated as
one of America's five best college
bars. The Esso Club has been here
for so long and has so much history
surrounding it that one cannot
help but feel a part of something
special when they hear alive show
there. The atmosphere there is so
intense, and that is probably one of

the reasons why the Esso is such a
great place to hear a live show.
Another reason why the Esso is
the best place to hear live music is
because the bands can play on the
deck outside. Playing outside at the
Esso offers the intimacy of small
indoor venues, but it also offers
another dimension to the show.
There is just something about listening to a band underneath the
stars and moon that cannot be paralleled by an indoor venue.
Listening to a band inside, however, is a treat as well. There is yet
another sense of intimacy that is
truly unique to the club. You are literally right there with the band.
Whether it is game day on a
brisk autumn afternoon or a cool
spring evening, the Esso Club is
without a doubt the best place in
Clemson to go hear your favorite
live band. So if you have never
experienced a show at the Esso
Club, head out there the first
chance you get to see what I am
talking about. It is your duty as a
Clemson student to hear a live
show there.

the original
ROLLED SANDWICHES®

Buy 1 Sandwich,
recieve a
Free Fountain Drink
Phone: 654-3001 Fax: 654-8111
WE DELIVER LOCALLY
Roly Poly • 105 Sloan SL Clemson, SO

Never INI
Walk
Alone!
www.clemson.edu/campus911

m

In spite of the best made plans, sometimes we are alone.
Never walk alone again - Get Campus-911
Personal Security Alarm for Students,
ramnu*
Peace of mind for $5 / month.
Ca// 656-8 Oil
,';;,':,,■';:.i':iii ^,.:,-,.:.:.„. ii.^:. ..■■■—-—
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Jones estimates that approximately
seven or eight hundred couples
come to the theater in an average
week. He does notice that many
people come together but each pays
for his or her own ticket. He thinks

that could just be a sign of the
times.
Rumors have been circulating
recently that the Astro will soon be
closing. Jones says that eventually,
probably next year, a newer, larger
theater will be built. For all of those
students who are low on cash, there
will be a student discount.

HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO
PLAY WITH A CLEMSON
FOOTBALL GREAT?

"Played on Big Thursday"

On Thursday, November 18, 1999 the
BELLSOUTH Legends Challenge
will take place on the acclaimed
University Club Golf Course in Columbia.
The cost of the tournament is $125.
The fee includes 18 holes of golf, a windshirt,
a goody bag, and the chance to play with a legend.
We will provide breakfast, lunch, and a banquet dinner.

Contact Jo An Zimmerman at 656-4205 for more
information.
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Call or come by for a free consultation regarding your
unique hair care needs.
Our spacious full service salon offers great cuts, color, perms
manicures, pedicures, facials, waxing and
Exclusive Syd Simons Cosmetics.
PLUS
Convenient location and hassle-free parking. Open 5 days a
week, including *Thursdaus til 8om and *Saturdays til 2 pm.

HEADS

654-8829 (JP

139 Anderson Huu-y in Clemson Center behind Ramada Inn

For Men and Women
*Under Neiv Ownership

GET READY FOR THE HOLIDAYS WITH OUR
TERRIFfC PERMS ! 20% OFF THE REGULAR PRICE FOR
STUDENTS. PERMS START AT S45.0O FOR SHORT HAIR.
*OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 31. 1999. CUT NOT INCLUDED*.
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for the game, the 15,000 balloons
blown up by Central Spirit and the
.IPTAY Collegiate Club, the barbs
and signs about Peter Warrick and
the rest of the team.
The pressure of a nationally tel! ' evised audience, 100 recruits on the
sideline and former school greats
returning for the game also magni' fy the event. You can feel it when

rf.

the whole bar begins a cadence
count on Thursday night, when
guys with their chests painted run
by on a sub-40 degree day with the
wind chill. The football experience
is what brings alumni back and
lures others to a newfound passion.
"The atmosphere here is much
better [than at Pittsburgh]," said Pitt
graduate Andy Kasic. "This is an
absolutely super event. If you were
a recruit coming in here, youd have
to love every minute of this."

^rU

Baskin
Robbins
**

del

10%
off
with a Student IDU
Every Tuesday from 4:00pm to 8:00pm
1060 Tiger Blvd.
Clemson
I Tel (864) 654-1114

,

Sun-Thurs
11:00am - 10:00pm
Fri fif Sat
11:00am - 11:30pm

IF YOU ARE PREGNANT
AND WOULD LIKE
ADOPTION SERVICES...
Let a CLEMSON ALUMNI assist
you with your decision.
You can choose your adoptive coupfe,
have paid expenses, anainowiedae of
your chiid s (ife if you desire, 'this is a
courageous decision.

Please contact Dr. Julia Childers at:
828-466-9848 Office
828-431-0989 Pager
Email: adontioiislJvdrcliildersffvalioo.com
childers@conninc.com

PHOTOGRAPHY.INC

Has positions
available for
Photographers. Must
have own
transportation and
outgoing personality.
Job is perfect for
individuals looking
for supplemental
income without
extensive time input.
Serious inquiries
only.
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Study in Spain & Cuba
The
C_> enter for
C_>ross~v_>ultural
Otudy

Seville, Spain
• Semester, Academic Year, January, & Summer terms •
Courses at all levels taught in Spanish • Small classes • College credit ■
• Tuition Awards • Homestays * Internships • Field trips • email •

Havana, Cuba

Call Corey @
885-0036 for an
appointment.

25 -

• Winter & Summer terms ♦ 3 or 6 weeks, 4 or K credits •
• Courses in English or Spanish at Universidad de la Habana •
Call for catalog and free video

1-800-377-2621
cccs(a>erocker.com
http://www.cces.com

Chanqe of plans?
If a change of plans brings you to Greenville, remember
that you can continue your education at Greenville Tech.
Our University Transfer classes are accepted by four-year
colleges and universities around the country. And at $625
a semester for full-time students who are Greenville
County residents, we can help you save money. But
affordability isn't the only reason to consider Greenville
Tech. We offer high-quality instruction in a smaller, more
personal atmosphere.
Our distance learning options work no matter where
you're in college. Students in Columbia, Charleston,
Clemson, and many other locations around the state take
advantage of our telecourses and online courses to get
ahead.

For information, call (864) 250-8111,
toll-free in S.C. 1-800-922-1183,
or toll-free outside S.C. 1-800-723-0673.

GREENVILLE TECH

College That Works

imd
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pies that are dished out daily to
Tiger Town. After three and a half
days, the dough is thrown out if it
hasn't been used. This process guarantees that the dough will be fresh
in every pizza. Pinar also stated that
the unique sauce Papa John's uses
makes the pizza especially tasty.
Along with pizza, Papa John's is
famous for its breadsticks and
cheesebread, all of which goes
especially well with the garlic
sauce.
The staff of about 40 employees
at the Clemson Papa John's delivers
each pizza within an average of 30
minutes, and each pizza is out of
steel ir

the door on average of 15 minutes
from when the order was placed,
according to Pinar.
Papa John's also brings the
Clemson area several money saving
deals throughout the week to
increase the number of pies making their way out the door. There is
always the one large one topping
pizza for $7.99 or two large one topping pizzas for $12.99. Every small
pizza costs $5.95. Papa John's has a
lunch special that features one
large one topping pizza and two
drinks for only $9.99. There's also
"Dinner for Two" with one large one
topping pizza and an order of
cheesebread for $10.99.
Tuesday is always a big day for
Papa John's due to the $4.99 for a

CLEMSON

large one topping pizza carryout
order. The store also offers a $5.50
price for large one topping pizzas
when catering for a University
organization or local group.
Papa John's is open from 11 a.m.
to 2 a.m. Monday through
Thursday and from 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday. On Sunday,
the store is open from 11 a.m. to
12:30 a.m.
So just how long will Papa John's
remain the students' favorite pizza
store in Clemson? As long they
keep using the freshest and best
ingredients, and as long as they
remain active in the area community, the reign of the pizza with the
pepper could become a long-standing dynasty.
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

UNIVERSITY

^ Ross students have over a 90% pass rate on
their first attempt at USMLE.

Visit Us On The Internet
And View Our On-Line
Brochure and Catalogs

« Clinical Clerkship Affiliations with over 40 U.S.
Teaching Hospitals.
♦ Approved by New York, New Jersey & California,

f'manual Aid Available for
Qualified Medical aad
Veterinary Students!

www.rossmed.edu
Email: admissions@rossmed.edu

Write, call, tax, or email:

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

ROSS
UNIVERSITY

♦ Traditional U.S. Veterinary School curriculum
♦ Staffed primarily by DVM or Ph.D Faculty

460 West 34th Street
New York, NY 10001

♦ Low Student to Faculty ratio
■ Clinical Affiliations with U.S. Veterinary Schools

Phone: 212 279-5500
Fax: 212629-3147

www.rpssvet.edu
Email: odmissions@rossvet.edu

-

HUMAN ORIGIN,
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All's faiir in the war of love.

■Divine or Darwinian?
come hear

Phillip Johnson
author of

Darwin on Trial
fWRlftams
iNASSOCWiflNMiHVlLLftGE ROADSHOW PICTURES ANUVILLAGE HOWS RtM PARTNERSHIP AN OlITlAWpROOiJCFiDN
Wmm HMP1LL DYLAN McDERMOn OUfflPUOT 1IEI0I1G0" -5 GMBIE HBflGU. -iJMli EMI KIISEOi
PSIS WWflENCE B. ABRAMSON AND BRUCE BERMAN "^ROONEYVACCARO "TeomTWlOio/lKBlSHiffll
^ BOBBY NEWMYER JEFFREY SILVER BEITINASOESAVIVIANO ""SDAMON'SANTOSIEfiMT'
w
A-nMiWAKMr»i»n«>rIuKw»4i't>%«fANv

VUMX. SOAD5HGW MOUBES

OPENS OCTOBER 22
^tf^rw
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TiHman Auditorium
Nov. 2 at 7 p.m.
Reformed
University Fellowship

*

28,

Over 2,000 Ross Graduates are
practicing medicine in the United States.

ROSS

Pl

Campus Crusade
for Christ

II
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Brothers run corner pizza shop into the lead
PEPPINOS FROM PAGE 18

DAN GONZALEZ/semor staff

SLICERS: Joe and Frank Cortese bring Italian fare to Tiger Town.

WE CAN HAUL AWAY USED AND
UNWANTED FURNITURE

WANTED

was kind of an accident that
turned out for the best.
"We had lunch at Keith Street
and we noticed this place was
vacant, so here we are," he said.
The store opened in August 1996
and has been running smoothly
since, especially on game weekends. Peppino's offers a wide variety
of foods from the popular stromboli, to a tasty pasta dish. Clemson
fans, students, parents and opposing team supporters crowd the
restaurant before and after the
games. Some stay and watch the
game on the big screen television
and drink from the assortment of
beers.
"There's never a dull evening,"
said Joe.
"It's 'cause the customers get the
best ingredients and everything is
homemade," Frank said. "We give
the best to our customers."

But, We doiVtjustfix'em,
We can make "em better!

Professional
Frame Painting & Repair
PFBIFFBr\ BICVCL.eS
www.pfeifferpframes.com

I*E Hi I I£E. "

Located 3 mites from Campus
off of Hwy 93 in Central, 727 Church St.

STUDENT FURNITURE EXCHANGE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
Vince 653-7360
paintingciemson @ mindspring.com

Clay 646-6341
claydue@aol.com

Trying to plan your dream wedding?

Sheila Eubanks

Chris Martin

Julie Scott

Susan Oliver

Debra McDonald

Chuck Hyde

Amanda Bernard

Is it turning into a d^Af/Wr^

I
Cail

§M

^Elegant 'Weddings
.. . and much much more
(

Exc{uisitdy

Experienced

Discreet

llttedy
Reliable

~ Wedding Directors, Coordinators & Event Managers •

We will organize every detail of your special event!

For your FREE consultation call
Joan Pettigrew (864) 882-7777

Jesikah Wood
.

REST

THE TIGER

CLEMSON

OCTOBER

28.

BURTON PROPERTIES
artment living with the personal touc,
811ISSAQUEENA TRAIL CENTRAL
FEATURING: HERITAGE POINTE
AND HERITAGE HILLS 10836 CLEMSON BLVD. SENECA
s
«:
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X

2
*
*
s
f

ft

ft

X

FEATURED AMENITIES:
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
EQUIPPED KITCHENS
MINI BLINDS
SWIMMING POOL
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT
ENERGY EFFICIENT

#

ir

t
SPACIOUS CLOSETS
WASHER/DRYER CONNECTIONS
LAUNDRY FACILITIES
CAT SHUTTLE
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPING

OTHER LOCATIONS INCLUDE:
HERITAGE STATION (1 BR)
VICKSBURG (1 BR)
COLLEGE STREET (1BR)
OLD CENTRAL ROAD (1BR)
LINDSAY ROAD (1BR)
VILLAGE GREEN (2BR)
WESTBANK (2BR)
WESLEY STREET (2BR)
ALL APARTMENTS ARE CONVENIENT TO CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
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WE WELCOME YOUR CALL FOR RATES OR OTHER INFORMATION
M-F 9-5
K (864)653-7717
ft (864)653-5506
* FAX (864) 654-9030

i

ft

AFTER NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS:
888-0200,654-3444, OR 647-2268
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